
10 Commandments for Recruiting 
diversity and inclusion for recruiting 
African Americans into Clinical Trials

Takin’ It To the Streets
ü1. Thou shalt have a dedicated interest in recruiting 
Minorities into EVERY clinical trial.

ü2. Thou shalt not see “minority” recruitment as a 
problem with THEM, rather a problem to be solved by 
YOU  and your clinical department.



ü3. Thou shalt not become complacent with only 
doctors that produce the greatest number of 
recruitments, instead, seek sites with more 
ACCESSIBILITY to African American and Hispanic patients.

ü4. Thou shalt dedicate oneself to evaluating the 
COMMUNITY involvement of site investigators to use as 
a tool to outreach more African American and Hispanic 
patients.



ü5. Radio Advertising is NOT YOUR GOD for recruiting 
African Americans and Hispanics.  Thou shalt find ways 
to make face-to-face contact to educate first, in order 
to recruit African Americans and hispanics into clinical 
trials.



ü6. Thou shalt build TRUST among African 

Americans and Hispanic communities with planned 

involvement, using people who relate to their 

culture and who can answer their questions 

about your clinical trials.



ü7. Thou shalt build  INTEREST among African 

Americans and Hispanic communities by finding 

new ways to inform about disease conditions of 

clinical trials by using familiar, on-the-ground 

resources and people who understand the 

culture. This trust should NEVER be broken in 

your enthusiasm to recruit patients.



ü8. Thou shalt build OPT-IN and OPT-OUT 
opportunities specifically targeted to the 
African American community.

ü9. Thou shalt BUILD A HOUSE of community 
networks and involvement among minorities that 
can offer ongoing education and clinical trials 
opportunities to their constituents that 
address the diseases relevant to diseases that 
most impact their community 



ü10. Thou shalt NOT GIVE UP, become complacent 

or become indifferent if the other nine 

commandments don’t work immediately or in your 

first trial efforts! 

The time invested and outreach expense WILL pay 

off, and shall produce greater minority 

recruitment numbers for  ALL your clinical trials.



Ten Commandments for Recruiting 
African Americans into Clinical Trials

Remember to:
Take It To the Streets

Ride the Soul Train often. Get face-to-
face to educate



Takin’ It to the Streets

IDEAS:

…Take Surveys of Site Investigators to see commitment

…Send Letter of appreciation and ask for community 

support (sample)

..Create  a Site Community Outreach to show Doctors 

how to increase clinical education and participation in 

the Black community



50 Hoops ™

“Takin’ it to the Streets”
Recruitment through Community Advocacy

•Survey to find out what Site resources you have in your site 
communities

• Create a “Site Communities Team” of physicians and sites with the 
most community involvement in each city/site. 

•Sites: Stay open to opportunities in Black Communities and in 
churches to speak on health or act as a “medical expert” to provide 
information about clinical trials.



Ride the Soul Train (often)
IDEAS:

üBuild a house of trials around community networks 
and involvement in ongoing clinical trial education-- as 
a tool for TRUST in the community.

Tell Community Stakeholders:

…About their own disease options, first (talk to me 
about me)

…About how the clinical trial relates to their disease 
(talk to me about you and me)



Community Clinical Trials Coalitions

Examples of ongoing education/Community 

Advocacy Matchmaking access:

ü Detroit, MI

ü Dallas, TX

üTampa, FL

üDurham, NC

üSouth Haven, MS/Memphis, TN


